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ABSTRACT
Modern “self-driving” service infrastructures consist of a diverse collection of distributed control components providing a broad spectrum of application- and network-centric functions. The complex and non-deterministic nature of these interactions leads to failures, ranging from subtlegray failures to catastrophic service outages, that are difficult to anticipate and repair.

Our goal is to call attention to the need for formal understanding of dynamic service infrastructure control. We provide an overview of several incidents reported by large service providers as well as issues in a popular orchestration system, identifying key characteristics of the systems and their failures. We then propose a verification approach in which we treat abstract models of control components and the environment as parametric transition systems and leverage symbolic model checking to verify safety and liveness properties, or propose safe configuration parameters. Our preliminary experiments show that our approach is effective in analyzing complex failure scenarios with acceptable performance overhead.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Reliability; Availability; Cloud computing; • Networks → Network reliability; • Software and its engineering → Formal software verification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A modern service infrastructure typically consists of multiple automated or semi-automated dynamic control components working at various layers providing a broad spectrum of service- and network-centric functions. Most of these components continuously monitor various system metrics (e.g. end-to-end latency, server resources) and events (e.g. failures, traffic spikes, maintenance), and then perform actions to manipulate the system according to configured policies. For example, the scheduler in an orchestration system such as Kubernetes [24] or Docker Swarm [37] controls the placement of application containers according to server resources, while an application load balancer (e.g. NGINX, HAProxy) manages the amount of traffic sent to each application instance according to end-to-end request latency. In the meantime, various routing and traffic engineering mechanisms (e.g. BGP, ECMP, MPLS-TE) manage network connectivity and performance. As the commoditization of Internet services continues to drive down budgets, and as machine learning and other technologies continue to make automation easier (having already been applied to fault remediation [7, 33], network repair [39, 43] and database management systems [26, 30]), future services are likely to become ever closer to the vision of “self-driving” infrastructure.

Non-trivial effects emerge from such a diverse range of control components interacting with each other and with the environment. For example, a network traffic engineering component may modify routes to optimize global bandwidth, unintentionally increasing an application’s traffic latency. This in turn might trigger a load balancer to re-distribute an application’s incoming traffic based on the observed latency change that again affects bandwidth allocation. This complexity paves the way for a range of failures from subtle performance degradation to catastrophic outages. Moreover, these failures may only manifest under a certain combination of non-deterministic interactions, making them hard to detect before deployment. For instance, as in a Google incident (discussed in § 3.1), a software rollout may cause server overload and service outage, but only with certain configurations and if combined with network partition at a certain point of execution.

To the best of our knowledge, existing infrastructure verification and network verification tools are a poor fit for this emerging space. They either solely focus on the networking layer, ignoring higher-level control components like orchestration systems [2, 5, 15, 16, 19, 23, 31, 32, 40–42]; only consider logical properties like network reachability rather than quantitative ones (e.g., load, latency) [5, 31, 40, 41]; focus on static snapshots rather than dynamic control [19, 42]; target specific protocols (e.g., BGP, ECMP) [36]; or focus on low-level system details rather than inter-component interactions (e.g. idempotency of provisioning scripts) [34].

Given the increasing complexity of the modern service infrastructure, we believe it is time to call attention to the need for a formal understanding of dynamic service infrastructure control. As a first step, we identify several key characteristics of dynamic...
infrastructure control components that complicate pre-deployment problem detection. We demonstrate the role of these characteristics in real-world failures by examining incident reports from large service providers and issues reported for Kubernetes, a popular open-source orchestration system. We then describe a proof-of-concept verification approach for systems of multiple dynamic control components. Our approach treats abstract models of control components and their environment as a parametric transition system, and employs symbolic model checking for verification of safety and liveness properties expressed using a temporal logic such as LTL (linear temporal logic) and CTL (computation tree logic). In case the model checker finds a problem, it produces parameters and concrete execution traces of the system that demonstrate the property violation. Our approach can also be used to find configuration parameter values that ensure the desired properties are never violated. We experiment with our prototype on two example scenarios inspired by real-world incidents and problems, showing effectiveness in finding complex failure scenarios, and promising scalability. Finally, we discuss future challenges to achieve a formal understanding of self-driving infrastructure.

2 BACKGROUND

Modern service infrastructures, ranging from large public cloud providers to small enterprise private infrastructure, are composed of multiple layers with several possible dynamic control components at each layer. To place our work in context, we briefly overview a few of these components.

Network layer. Service infrastructure networks leverage routing protocols (e.g. BGP, ECMP), security components (e.g. firewalls), and traffic engineering mechanisms (e.g. MPLS-TE), working together to connect physical servers and network devices, enforce security policies, and optimize network bandwidth and latency. Emerging self-driving networks may go further, transparently optimizing traffic, self-configuring routing, and even automating repairs. For example, hyper-scale cloud providers like Google have advanced online traffic engineering (TE) [18] that monitors network utilization of application classes and dynamically allocates routes to deliver prioritized max-min fair allocations.

Virtualization layer. Physical resources are typically divided into several logical slices (e.g. VMs, containers, virtual networks) that form the virtualization layer and are managed by orchestration systems like Kubernetes, Docker Swarm, or commercial products. We discuss a few controllers as examples, with a focus on the Kubernetes ecosystem (similar concepts can be found in other systems).

Deployment controller/ReplicaSet Controller controls the pod\(^1\) configurations, update, runtime, and termination in a deployment to meet with the operator’s expectations. A particularly interesting functionality is that it defines and maintains a certain number of pod replicas in the cluster for an application.

Scheduler places newly-created pods on the best nodes\(^2\) according to certain rules. For example, it filters out nodes with insufficient resources and ranks those that remain with user-defined policies (e.g., favoring nodes with least requested resources).

---

\(^1\)A pod is a basic execution unit that encapsulates an application’s containers and their associated resources.

\(^2\)A node is a virtual machine or a physical machine that runs pods.
results in Table 1. Generally, our study shows that these characteristics play important roles in the incidents we studied. We note that in some incidents, the root cause of the failure can be attributed to an environmental event, misconfigurations, bad component design, or maintenance events. However, it is the combination of these causes with the aforementioned characteristics that exacerbate the problem and result in a larger impact. We demonstrate the roles of the characteristics with two representative examples.

**Google ticket #19007** [28]. An internal Publish/Subscribe messaging system (Pub/Sub), built using a replicated key-value store, was used to propagate control plane messages for many user-facing services. A routine software rollout of the key-value store restarted part of the key-value store. During the rollout, a network partition resulted in load shifting to a small number of replicas of the key-value store. Another issue caused a large number of clients to generate an unexpected amount of traffic to the replicas in the rollout region. The smaller number of replicas failed to handle these requests. Continued failures impacted the availability of Pub/Sub in the rollout region, which resulted in the cascading performance degradation of many user-facing services.

This incident involves all four characteristics in Table 1: the rollout software and load balancing are dynamic components. They interact by affecting the number of available key-value store replicas (a quantitative value). Moreover, the incident involves the service layer and the network layer.

**Google ticket #18037** [27]. Unusually large requests were sent to the BigQuery “router server” (which proxies and directs requests from clients to back-end servers). This resulted in more memory allocated to process the requests. A garbage collector then consumed more CPU, which triggered a load balancer (LB) to treat the situation as potential abuse and reduce the router server’s capacity. The insufficient capacity eventually resulted in the BigQuery service that depends on the router server rejecting user requests.

The router server, garbage collector, and LB are dynamic components involved in this failure. It occurred due to interactions among these components in specific, relatively complex conditions, and the LB manipulated a quantitative threshold to overly constrain the capacity of the router server. Thus, this incident illustrates all the key characteristics of § 2 except cross-layer interaction.

### 3.2 Issues with Kubernetes

We browsed the Kubernetes issue tracker and here illustrate two examples where the key characteristics played important roles.

**Kubernetes issue #75913** [12]. *Taints* allow nodes to reject a set of pods. In this issue, a Kubernetes deployment was set to place pods on a tainted node which did not accept the execution of such pods. These configurations caused two components to continuously modify the system – the deployment controller creating pods to maintain a certain number of pod replicas, and the taint manager terminating pods according to taint configuration – which then caused the deployment controller to act again, creating a loop.

**Kubernetes issue #90461** [11]. A rolling update controller (RUC) was configured with maxSurge = 1, meaning that, to compensate for the pods that are brought down during an update rollout, at most one “additional” pod could be created beyond the “expected” number of replicas defined in the deployment spec. Meanwhile, a horizontal pod autoscaler (HPA) was deployed to dynamically adjust the number of pods based on pod resource usage. When the RUC temporarily incremented the number of pods, the HPA was triggered and falsely increased the number of “expected” pods, due to a defect in the HPA implementation (basically returning the “expected” number of pods as the “current” number of pods) – causing the RUC to create yet another “additional” pod, and so on. Note that the defect in HPA only manifests in unfortunate interactions with controllers like RUC.

### 3.3 What Else Could Go Wrong?

We expect the space of potential problems goes far beyond the publicly-disclosed incidents above, especially as further automation is adopted in enterprises. To explore what is possible, we describe how a few common infrastructure control components could even produce permanent oscillations (and hard-to-detect performance degradation), and we demonstrate one of these experimentally.

**Oscillation caused by descheduler.** The descheduler could cause permanent oscillation when it co-exists with a deployment controller or a scheduler and when they are configured inappropriately. The descheduler can set its strategy to RemoveDuplicates (§ 2), which could conflict with the deployment controller that requires more than one replica on the same node. In another case, the descheduler sets its strategy to be LowNodeUtilization, which evicts pods on a node when its CPU utilization is above a threshold. However, the scheduler may use a different threshold, which causes the pods to be descheduled and re-scheduled, and consequently moved back and forth indefinitely.

We experimentally demonstrate this oscillation problem in a Kubernetes cluster with 6 VMs consisting of 2 masters, 3 workers, and 1 load balancer. The descheduler runs as a cronjob deployment [10] every 2 minutes. We deployed an app with a single pod that performed dummy CPU-intensive calculations. We set the app’s requested CPU resource to 50%, and the eviction threshold for LowNodeUtilization policy (§ 3.3) to 45%. Figure 2 shows the oscillation in the pod placement between worker 2 and worker 3 caused by the interaction of the scheduler and the descheduler. Thus, even the interaction of related components within the same layer can lead to unforeseen problems. With the increase of control components developed or configured by uncoordinated teams, similar failure scenarios are quite plausible.

**Oscillation with load balancer.** A load balancer (LB) may fail to converge even under steady load for various reasons. We illustrate an interesting such case resulting from unfortunate path selection combined with a latency-based LB. In Figure 3, three servers are connected to an LB through a network of four routers.
The routers use ECMP with destination hashing, and the LB implements a weighted round-robin algorithm using service response times. Service response time depends on both server-side latency and latency of the links on the path between the server and the LB. The latency of each server and link depends on its load. There are two applications, each having 2 replicas. Figure 3 shows the placement of the replicas ($p_1$ - $p_4$) and the ECMP path choices.

Let $w_j$ denote the percentage of $app_j$'s traffic assigned to replica $p_j$ by the LB. Oscillations can happen in the following situation: (1) Initially, $w_1 > w_2$ and $w_3 > w_4$, and the system is stable. (2) Sudden external traffic on link $R_1$-$R_4$ results in an increased response time for $p_4$. (3) The LB sets $w_3 > w_4$, sending more of $app_b$'s traffic towards $p_3$. Latency of link $R_1$-$R_2$ (shared by $p_1$ and $p_3$) increases due to the load increase, resulting in higher response time for $p_1$, which is sensitive to network latency. (4) The LB sets $w_2 > w_1$, sending more of $app_a$'s traffic towards $p_2$. This results in more load on $s_2$ (shared by $p_2$, $p_3$) and increased response time for $p_3$, which is sensitive to server latency. (5) The LB shifts $app_b$'s traffic from $p_3$ back to $p_4$ by setting $w_3 > w_4$. This decreases $R_1$-$R_2$'s latency and $p_1$'s response time. (6) The LB shifts $app_a$'s traffic from $p_2$ back to $p_1$ by setting $w_2 > w_1$, going to the same state as step (3) and failing to converge. Although a real-world LB may not oscillate infinitely, extended oscillation prior to convergence can still lead to performance degradation. We also note that this problem may be hard to catch as it depends on nondeterministic ECMP hashing.

### 3.4 Takeaway Points

The incident study presented here is not broad enough to produce confident quantitative estimates of frequency of certain types of failures. Instead, our goal is to show that the key characteristics that we identified do manifest in real incidents, and that their impact can be complicated, across multiple service providers and orchestration systems. Therefore, we believe such systems can benefit from verification that models the key characteristics we identified in §2: continuous dynamic control, interactions among components (rather than verifying each component in isolation), quantitative variables (rather than just functional aspects like availability of a network path), and multiple system layers.

Existing network verification systems, e.g. [2, 4, 9, 15, 19, 23, 31, 32], do not consider one or more of the above characteristics. None consider control components above the network layer. Few consider quantitative properties, and thus only in a limited way (§6). Network configuration verifiers [1, 4, 31] perhaps come closest: they model dynamic control, but are limited to specific routing protocols and primarily focused on reaching a converged state rather than continuous closed-loop control. They model interactions among routers, but limited to routing advertisements or network access control, rather than the richer space of interactions that exist (Fig. 1).

The above four characteristics are, however, typical of modern distributed systems software. And not surprisingly, our solution approach (§4) is common in verification of other distributed systems. We apply this general technique to the novel domain of service infrastructure control.

### 4 TOWARDS VERIFIED INFRASTRUCTURE

As a first step toward alleviating the problems illustrated in the previous section, we propose a proof-of-concept verification approach for dynamic service infrastructure control. Figure 4 illustrates the overall workflow. We briefly describe our approach and then examine its use on two example scenarios inspired by incidents and problems mentioned in the previous section. We also examine the approach's scalability. We emphasize that the goal of this section is not to introduce a new formal technique. Rather, it is to demonstrate the use of a standard technique, namely symbolic model checking, in detecting and preventing the problems under consideration.

#### 4.1 Proof of Concept Design

**Symbolic model checking.** Our goal is to capture failures arising from a combination of bad design or configuration, environmental conditions, and unfortunate interactions of control components with each other and/or with the environment. A common technique for verification of concurrent systems is to model the behavior of all components as a non-deterministic transition system and employ model checking to efficiently search the space of possible executions. Furthermore, we may want certain parts of our models to be parametric (configuration parameters like number of instances to be simultaneously updated in an update rollout, or environmental conditions like link latency). The model checker should figure out the parameters, in addition to execution steps, that lead to failure (or suggest safe parameters preventing it). Symbolic model checkers are useful in such scenarios. A symbolic model checker works with symbolic states (i.e. sets of states represented together in a logical form) rather than enumerating individual explicit states. Beyond efficiency benefits, this lets the user define symbolic parameters in her models rather than concrete values.

In the current work we use NuXMV [6], a state-of-the-art symbolic model checker supporting BDD/SAT/SMT-based symbolic model checking for both finite domains and infinite domains (models containing integer or real values, useful for modeling quantitative metrics such as real time, load, and latency). The tool provides a modular but low-level modeling language for defining the transition system, and implements a collection of advanced symbolic model checking algorithms for verification of properties encoded in
Figure 5: Counter-example for case study experiment 1

4.2 Case Study Experiments

Here we briefly describe our case study experiments. Full implementation details are publicly available at [21].

1. Update rollout + network partition (safety). We create a simplified scenario inspired by the root cause of the failure in the actual Google incident discussed in § 3.1. The infrastructure consists of a topology of several connected nodes. A service is running on the infrastructure using a subset of the nodes as service nodes, and one of the nodes as the service front-end that distributes incoming requests among service nodes. We model a rollout controller that takes service nodes down, updates them, and then brings them back up again, in a non-deterministic order. The rollout may bring up to \( p \) nodes down simultaneously. We also model link failures: up to \( k \) links may fail at non-deterministic points of execution. There is a loop that re-computes the reachability of the front-end to each service node after any change. We want to make sure that the number of available (i.e., up and reachable) service nodes never goes below a threshold \( m \), otherwise the available service nodes may fail due to overload. We can encode this property as the LTL formula \( G(\text{converged} \Rightarrow \text{available} \geq m) \): always whenever the reachability computation is converged, the number of available service nodes must be at least \( m \). Depending on the topology and values of \( p, k \) and \( m \), the property may fail. Figure 5 shows a counter-example produced by the model checker for the parameters \( p = m = 1, k = 2 \).

By choosing the values of \( p, k \), and \( m \), an operator can use the system to make sure their rollout config is safe under assumptions about the number of failures. It can also be used to synthesize parameters that make the given property valid. Say we are interested in finding safe non-zero values for \( p \), given the property and \( k = 1, m = 1 \). The system in this case suggests the values \( p \in \{1, 2\} \).

2. Load balancer + ECMP (liveness). Next, we check a liveness property in a model of the load balancer example described in § 3.3. We model the topology in Figure 3. We hard-code ECMP path selections described in the example.\(^3\) We model each application’s input traffic as a positive real-valued parameter. We model each \( w_j \) as an integer (only allowing 0 or 1 values). The load on each server/link is the sum of the amount of traffic on that server/link. We also model a non-deterministic one-time external traffic increase on one of the links. E.g., \( \text{load} R_2 = w_1 \cdot t^a + w_2 \cdot t^b + \varepsilon_{R_2} \), where \( t^a \) is the input traffic to \( app_a \) and \( \varepsilon_{R_2} \) is the external traffic on \( R_2 \). We assume the latency of each server (for each app) has a linear relationship with the load on that server. E.g., \( \text{latency} S_{i} = m^a \cdot \text{load} S_{i} + t^d \) where \( m^a \) and \( t^d \) are (positive) real-valued parameters for \( app_a \). The latency of each link is calculated in a similar way, except that the latency is the same for both apps. The load balancer takes turns setting the weights for \( app_a \) and \( app_b \). For each app, it checks each replica’s response time and sets the weights accordingly (either 0 or 1). We model a “smart” load balancer that considers the effect of weight changes on the response times in weight calculations.

We check the LTL formula \( F(G(\text{stable})) \): eventually the system becomes always stable, where stable means the weight selections do not change. Interestingly, the model checker finds a counter-example where the system is unstable even before the sudden external traffic. To find a more interesting counter-example, we check \( \text{stable} \Rightarrow F(G(\text{stable})) \): if the system is initially stable, it eventually becomes always stable [again]. The model checker finds a counter-example (values for input loads, latency parameters, and a lasso-shaped execution path) where the system is stable and starts oscillating after an external traffic increase on the link \( R_1 \cdot R_2 \).

\(^3\)One could alternatively model ECMP’s non-deterministic path selection and let the model checker find the unfortunate choices.
Scalability. As a preliminary assessment of the scalability of our approach, we repeat experiments in case study 1 (safety) with fat tree topologies with 32 to 864 links. In each topology one leaf is the front-end and all other leaves are service nodes. We set \( p = m = 1 \) and use various numbers for \( k \). We terminate the model checker if it cannot make a decision within 1 hour. All experiments run inside a VM on a MacBook Air, 1.6GHz Intel Core i5, 8GB RAM.

Figure 6 shows the runtime results. The horizontal axis shows input topologies in ascending size order. The first topology (test) corresponds to Fig. 5 and the rest are fat trees. The blue line shows runtime for cases in which the property is not valid. This corresponds to setting \( k \) equal to 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 along the horizontal axis.

In all of our experiments the time to find a violation is significantly shorter than the time for verification. E.g., in fattree6 it only takes 0.5s to find a violation (\( k = 3 \)), while it takes > 12,141s to verify the property for \( k = 1, 2 \) respectively. This is expected: finding a violation usually requires few steps of execution, but the model checker usually has to exhaust the whole state space to verify a property that holds. In addition, runtime generally increases exponentially with the size of the input. The model checker times out for any \( k \) on fattree12. Moreover, the runtime for the passing cases increases exponentially with \( k \).

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

### Scalability

State-space explosion is a common problem with model checking based approaches. Still, given the size of the state space and our deliberate omission of any domain-specific optimizations, the observed performance in our experiment is promising. Inspired by the successes in network verification [5, 16, 31, 41], we are hopeful to devise domain-specific optimizations to scale our verification approach in future work. Future work should also evaluate and improve scalability with regard to the complexity of system under investigation (e.g., number of distinct types of control components).

### Formal modeling of control components

This is one of the main challenges of our approach, and we expect it to be exacerbated as complex control components continue to emerge. Still, we believe there is hope. Standardization of orchestration systems like Kubernetes and Istio [17] can provide a unified understanding of control components. Extracting models from these systems would become a one-time effort by experts. Besides, the push towards “infrastructure as code” provides standard languages for users to define their infrastructure (Terraform [38], AWS CloudFormation [8]) and a formal model may be derived from the code. Also, modelling all implementation details may not be necessary: we only need enough to verify certain classes of target properties. A future direction is to define high-level modeling languages that capture the control logic of these components at the right level of abstraction.

### Beyond traditional verification

We discussed the possibility of synthesizing safe configuration parameters for controllers. We could also help with risk assessment by examining the blast radius of an operational event. A more ambitious goal would be to synthesize safe configuration parameters for controllers. We believe there is hope. Standardization of orchestration systems like Kubernetes and Istio [17] can provide a unified understanding of control components. Extracting models from these systems would become a one-time effort by experts. Besides, the push towards “infrastructure as code” provides standard languages for users to define their infrastructure (Terraform [38], AWS CloudFormation [8]) and a formal model may be derived from the code. Also, modelling all implementation details may not be necessary: we only need enough to verify certain classes of target properties. A future direction is to define high-level modeling languages that capture the control logic of these components at the right level of abstraction.

### 6 RELATED WORK

#### Model checking in network verification

Our work is closely related to past network verifiers (e.g. [5, 22, 23, 31, 40, 41]), many of which effectively perform symbolic model checking for the control or data plane. We go beyond just network controllers or data plane elements and packet-level reachability properties. However, we believe inspiration from these systems’ domain-specific optimizations may be relevant for scalability in our domain.

#### Quantitative/probabilistic network verification

[2, 19, 42] extend data plane verification with quantitative properties such as minimum available bandwidth. Unlike our approach, these works focus on static snapshots rather than dynamic control or only focus on network level components. [9, 35] allow modeling and reasoning about probabilistic network behavior (e.g., link failure), but do not consider dynamic control and temporal properties.

Recently, [36] checks if a control plane configuration may cause link overloads under failures. Unlike us, [36] is tied to fixed routing protocols (BGP, OSPF), load balancing (ECMP), events (link failure), metrics (link load), and state (convergence).

#### Infrastructure automation verification

There is progress [34] in configuration verification for provisioning tools like Puppet and Ansible. This line of work considers low-level effects of configurations on machine/VM state (e.g. determinancy, idempotency) rather than the dynamic control properties that we consider.

#### Distributed systems verification

We are not focusing on verification of specific distributed protocols or of distributed system implementations [14]. Although our approach is a common technique for distributed systems verification, we target a specific novel domain. We focus on the reliability of infrastructure automation rather than correctness of distributed apps running on the infrastructure. This may enable future domain-specific optimizations.

7 CONCLUSION

Our study of several real-world high-impact failures and problems shows the need for formal understanding of dynamic infrastructure control components and their interaction. As a first step towards verified self-driving infrastructure, we propose a verification approach that aims to go beyond the scope of what current network/infrastructure verification tools can verify. Our preliminary experiments with our proof-of-concept yield promising results.
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